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Introduction 

Reaching the goals set by the Paris Agreement (UNFCCC, 2015) requires the energy sector to have net-

zero CO2-emissions the latest by 2060 (Philibert, 2017). The power sector changes from fossil fuels to 

renewable energy sources, providing increasing amounts of clean energy. The decarbonisation of the 

industry sector is however often overseen, despite the industry accounting for 21 % of the direct global 

greenhouse gas emissions in 2010 (IPCC, 2014). A decarbonisation of the industry can happen on a 

large scale following three main technology options, (i) the replacement of fossil fuels with bioenergy, 

(ii) the electrification of processes and (iii) the implementation of carbon capture and storage 

technologies (Åhman et al., 2012). Electrification of processes reduces energy-related CO2-emissions, 

but it can also reduce the final energy use by integrating heat pumps (HP). The choice of Power-to-Heat 

technologies generally depend on process and temperature requirements. Some promising electrification 

technologies, such as high temperature heat pumps (HTHP) or heat pump-assisted distillation, have 

currently a low technology readiness level (den Ouden et al., 2017), while other available technologies, 

such as electric boilers and Mechanical Vapour Recompression (MVR), can be infeasible under current 

economic conditions. The potential for HTHPs was investigated for the European industry (Kosmadakis, 

2019), where it was found that HTHP can cover about 1.5 %  of the industries heat consumption.  

This work derives an overview of the potential of heat pump-based process heat supply for the 

electrification of thermal processes in the Danish industry. 

Energy use in the Danish manufacturing industry 

In Denmark, the share of electricity in final energy use of the manufacturing industry has increased from 

27.1 % in 1990 to 32.5 % in 2017 (Danish Energy Agency, 2018). The share of natural gas has increased 

in the same period from 31.3 % to 20.8 %, while the use of oil drastically decreased. The total share of 

fossil fuel directly used for heating in the industry was still around 50 % in 2017.   
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Figure 1: Total final energy use in the Danish industry by industrial sector and energy carrier in 2016 (Denmark Statistics, 

2017) 

In Figure 1 it can be seen that there are three main industrial sectors in terms of energy use, namely the 

food and beverage sector, mainly consisting of the production of dairy, meat, beverages and other food 

products. In the second most energy intense category, the manufacturing of concrete and bricks 

represents the highest share in terms of fuel use and the most energy intense sector overall with a total 

fuel use of 17 PJ in 2016.  

Processes energy use in the Danish industry 

In Figure 2 the process heat demand in the Danish manufacturing industry is shown by temperature 

level and process. It can be seen that below 100 °C heat is required amongst others for drying and 

distillation. Heat at higher temperatures is used for also for baking and melting. The peak between 180 

°C and 220 °C originates from heating process in refineries and process heat supply. Figure 1

 

Figure 2: Final energy use of the 21 most energy intense manufacturing industries by temperature and process (Bühler et al., 

2016a; Sørensen et al., 2015). 
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Heat pump potential for waste heat recovery in the Danish manufacturing industry 

Figure 3 and 4 describe the amount of heat that could be supplied to industrial processes considering 

that the available excess heat and temperatures. It further shows the median obtainable COP and the 

distribution shown in the 1st and 3rd quartile (25 and 75 percentile)   

The potential for utilising excess heat with heat pumps in the Danish industry was done based on the 

work published in (Bühler et al., 2016b). First the amount of excess heat was estimated based on process 

energy use (Sørensen et al., 2015) for each process in the 22 industrial sector with the highest energy 

use. Excess heat and process heat were split in up into three temperature levels for each process. Based 

on these numbers the potential for upgrading the excess heat with a heat pump was evaluated. A 

simplified heat pump model consisting of the Lorenz COP and a heat pump efficiency of 0.55 was used. 

It was assumed that excess heat can only be used for the same process type. As the temperatures required 

generalisation, it was assumed that the excess heat is always cooled down to a reference temperature of 

15 °C. Two cases where assumed for the heat sink: (i) it was assumed that the sink is heated from the 

excess heat temperature to the maximum heat pump supply temperature or the process heat temperature 

if below the maximum supply temperature, (ii) it was assumed that all heat is supplied at the lower of 

the maximum heat pumps supply temperature or required process heat temperature. The results are 

shown for the cases in Figure 3 and Figure 4. 

  
Figure 3: Utilisation potential of excess heat with heat pumps and average COP in the Danish manufacturing industry 

assuming the heat pump sink is heated from the excess heat temperature to the maximum supply temperature. 

It can be seen that for a glide on the heat sink, there is a very sharp increase in the amount of process 

heat that could be supplied by heat pumps that are recovering excess heat. The lower increase above 

120 °C is caused by the requirement of processing heating below this temperature and the decreasing 

availability of excess heat at temperatures above. From 120 °C onwards, the used excess heat 

increases slightly while the COP decreases, increasing the overall amount of process heat supplied 

over proportionally.  

The same increase until 120 °C can be observed in Figure 4, where the heat is provided at the highest 

temperature without glide. However the amount of utilised excess heat is almost constant thereafter, as 
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the obtainable COP are very low and thereby increase the heat supply covering the process heat 

demands. 

 
Figure 4: Utilisation potential of excess heat with heat pumps and average COP in the Danish manufacturing industry 

assuming all heat is supplied at the maximum heat pump supply temperature. 

The differences in Figure 3 and 4 are mainly related to the different assumptions with respect to the heat 

supply. While it was assumed in Figure 3, that the heat is supplied to a medium that is heated from the 

excess heat temperature to the maximum process heat temperature, it was assumed in Figure 4 that the 

entire heat is supplied at the maximum process heat temperature. The assumption from Figure 3 

corresponds to e.g., heating a single phase medium such as drying air, while the assumption from Figure 

4 may be correct in case of process heat supply by steam. 

Excess heat sources for heat pumps 

The total excess heat found was further spatially distributed to individual production sites following the 

approach described in (Bühler et al., 2017). Finally, production profiles for industrial sectors were 

created to determine the peak excess heat. Profiles were created to describe main industry activities and 

to represent the size of industries (e.g. number of shifts). This approach was based on  (Bühler et al., 

2018; Wiese and Baldini, 2018). Initially this data and methods were used to find the potential of 

utilising excess heat for district heating, but are used in the following to give an impression of excess 

heat rates in the industrial sector.  

Figure 5 and Figure 7 show the distribution of excess heat sources across heat rate intervals by 

temperature of the excess heat and by main industry sector. Similarly, Figure 6 and Figure 8 show the 

total excess heat potential by temperature and main industrial sector in these intervals. While the 

majority of the sources are below 100 kW, the highest excess heat potential is found in sources above 1 

MW. Temperatures are relatively even distributed, however the small sources are mainly from food, 

chemical and wood processing industries. The large sources are exclusively found in oil refineries and 

non-metal mineral processing. It is however possible that in industries, excess heat from small sources 

is bundled and emitted from a single source. 
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Figure 5: Distribution of excess heat sources from thermal processes in the Danish manufacturing industry (number of 

sources). 

 
Figure 6: Distribution of excess heat sources from thermal processes in the Danish manufacturing industry (excess heat 

potential). 
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Figure 7: Distribution of excess heat sources from thermal processes in the Danish manufacturing industry (number of 

sources). 

 

Figure 8: Distribution of excess heat sources from thermal process in the Danish manufacturing industry. 

Conclusion 

This work showed that heat pumps in the Danish industry, which can provide process heat at up to 120 

°C can utilise a significant amount of excess heat to supply process heat. Technologies supplying 

higher temperatures have a possible potential if lower COPs are accepted. The final potential depends 

however on the matching of heat source and sink, as well as the heat sink characteristics. For high 

temperature heat pumps, due to economy of scale, particularly large excess heat sources will be of 

interest. The number of excess heat sources from thermal processes in the industry above 1 MW is 
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limited to a few (below 150), however they represent a significant amount of the total available heat in 

Denmark.  
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ELIDI - Project

Electrification of processes in the Danish Industry
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Objective

– Reduce energy use in thermal processes

– Electrification options and technologies

– Potential for electrification in industry

– Challenges and boundary conditions for electrification

Industry potential

System Integration

Case studies
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Unit operations
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Electrification of  dairy factory (milk powder)

Possible strategies
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Electrification – Dairy factory

Energy analysis

6

• Central heat pump: System COP of 1.95

• Decentral heat pump: System COP of 1.57

Individual COP between 1 and 5.2

• Cooling demand covered with HP

Energy efficiency
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Electrification – Dairy factory

Economic analysis

7

Simple payback time

• DK 2030 (rplacing

existing boiler):

– Central 8 years

– Decentral 10 years

2020

2030
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Electrification potential in Denmark

Approach
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• Heat Pumps for process heat

– Heat demand < 80 °C 
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• Electric heaters, boilers
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Industrial energy use in Denmark
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Industrial energy use in Denmark
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Industrial energy use in Denmark
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Electrification potential in Denmark
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Excess heat in Denmark

13

Excess heat in Denmark 212.0 PJ per year

manufacturing industry 23.0 PJ per year

thermal processes 12.6 PJ per year
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Electrification potential in Denmark

Approach
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Heat pump potential in Denmark
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Heat pump potential in Denmark
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Excess heat sources in Denmark
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Excess heat sources in Denmark
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Concluding remarks

• Electrification through heat pump integration

– Reduction in final energy use and energy related operating costs

– ELIDI project will demonstrate feasibility for other case studies

• Denmark with high amount of low temperature heating demand

– High electrification potential with existing technologies

– Reduction in final energy use

• Excess heat utilization for process heating in Denmark with heat pumps

– Majority of excess heat useable for process heat up to 150 °C

– High number of very small excess heat sources

– Recovery potential in food and non-metal minerals between 1 and 10 MW

19

Thank you for your attention!

20

Fabian Bühler

Technical University of Denmark

fabuhl@mek.dtu.dk

+45 22471020
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